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The Worship of Household Gods

"My first aim will be to clean down (do you comprehend the full
force of the expression?) to clean down Moor House from chamber
to cellar; my next to rub it with beeswax, oil, and an indefinite
number of cloths, till it glitters again; my third, to arrange every
chair, table, bed, carpet, with mathematical precision; afterwards I
shall go near to ruin you in coals and peat to keep good fires in every
room; and lastly, the two days preceding that on which your sisters
are expected, will be devoted by Hannah and me to such a beating of
eggs, sorting of currants, grating of spices, compounding of
Christmas cakes, chopping up of materials for mincepies, and
solemnizing of other culinary rites, as words can convey but an
inadequate notion of to the uninitiated like you."

(Jane Eyre)

T HE compelling thing about this quote is the

underlying metaphor: housecleaning and general
domesticity are a religion with certain rites to

which one may be uninitiated. This is an alien gospel, a
separate devotion, a barely conscious idolatry: the
worship of the household gods--their rites, offerings,
oblations, sacraments, and services, and in turn the
communications, the revelations, the protections and
blessings--all in mute wall tones and cool linoleum, the
furnace hymning down the nights, and in the halos of
light from open fridges in dark kitchens.

Household gods were once clay or wood or stone; but
the images were broken long ago and the god-ghosts set
free to dissipate into the general element, to vest
themselves in couch, curtain, or condense behind a
picture, or to breathe into any one or other household
fixture and so incarnate themselves. The Cat, I think,
inhaled some part of this household deity--the "yang’"
part, the voluptuous, the anti-matter, and the Perpetual
Enigma. She picks her way over the tabletop, paw after
paw carefully between the pots and papers; then she
stretches down like a fat caterpillar to the chair a foot
away and gathers herself in three circles and a neat
yawn. The Cat guards the silences, issuing her purr into
the element. Waking, she rules the birds with her eyes
slitted and Egyptian, her body coiled and pointed at the
cage where they flap and beep and fling themselves
against the wicker bars.

Other gods seem lodged behind pictures and in
flower-pots, in the hundred hopeful green faces turned
upwards toward the window; they hum and whirr with
the furnace and the outside rush of cars and in the
refrigerator’s orisons. They are watchful--somehow
they sway us, gently demanding their proper rituals: the
bed must be made or the bedrooms grimace all day; the
kitchen whines and scowls when dishes lie sticky in the
sink and dried pools of milk lie blue and fissured on the
table; the living room pouts when piled coats loom over

flung socks and stacks of miscellany. There is a joy in the
household rituals--a hearty satisfaction in vacuuming a
clean swath of straight-napped lintless triumph down
the middle of the room; there is new vigour in
tightsheeted, lumpless beds and slick cupboards, and
integrity in having picked away the very cobs from the
corners and the gurbelage from behind the stove; there
is serenity in ironed shirts, redemption in an ordered
drawer, glory in a file.

Beyond the outward perfo~*mances of household
worship, there are meditations, mild psalms of
inattention, moments when we slip into the very house,
caught in the hums and whirrs of furnace and fridge, the
low rumble of the dryer with the occasional clink of a
button on the metal drum, moments when we absently
brush table tops and stare at window locks, of patterns
of light on formica. Our devotions are in lull, in the
softness of 3:30 afternoons and the light dissolving in
shafts of dust from the window. Our particles filter
down, sifting into sleep, and the mild gods preside--
allowing the sun through the curtains one thread at a
time, whirring, humming the afternoon long.

After the rites, after the meditations, after the patient
testing of the hours come the communications: clanks,
hums, drips, flickers of a bulb, whiffs and shudders,
gusts up out of vents, an occasional spider like an angel
from the Presences, hopping sideways, furred and
knobby-legged, across the stove-top; once or twice a
mouse, long-ring-ribbed tail dripping like a shoelace
over the grill--a bright glance and then gone with a
skitter into the closet, the rejected prophet of hollow
walls and yellow mitts behind the stove, hunted by the
slit-eyed Baal, the Cat-god under the house.

In the evenings the gods, pacified by the day’s
offerings, smile and call all things home, breathing out
simmering onions, radio voices, and a blue clarinet,
reflecting back warm lights and faces in black panes
between the half-closed curtains. Babies sing out their
last sleepy halloos, and wild trains come churning by and
away, bleating long and lonely down the night. We
exorcise the chaos, putting out the cat, heavy-bellied and
clawing the air, and locking the door against the
swarming darkness, where the Baal-priests meow and
claw garbage can membranes and skitter in the wrapper
heaps and pounce. The deadbolt clicks with a slight
heave of the door, and we are sealed, sheltered, folded in
the arms of the gods that own us in sleep, that chart the
night away with fluorescent hands, that guide the house
headlong through the galaxies, and waken us again with
a fierce buzzing in the tenuous light to perform again
their rituals.
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